Possessive Nouns show who or what owns something. Singular nouns are made possessive by adding an apostrophe and then an ‘s.

Example: the stocking that belongs to the boy = the boy’s stocking

Rewrite the following phrases in the possessive form.

1. the reindeer that belong to Santa

2. the cookies made by my grandma

3. the present that is for Aunt Pat

4. the tree

5. the song

6. the nose

7. the hat

8. the gift for our father

9. the train that belongs to my brother

10. the card that is being sent to Uncle Jack

11. the bag that belongs to the Grinch

12. the milk I left for Santa

13. the scarf on the snowman

14. the bell on the kitty

15. the ornament Joseph made
Possessive nouns show who or what owns something. Singular nouns are made possessive by adding an apostrophe and then an s.

**Example:** the stocking that belongs to the boy = the boy’s stocking

Rewrite the following phrases in the possessive form.

1. the reindeer that belong to Santa = Santa’s reindeer
2. the cookies made by my grandma = my grandma’s cookies
3. the present that is for Aunt Pat = Aunt Pat’s present
4. the tree
5. the song
6. the nose
7. the hat
8. the gift for our father = our father’s gift
9. the train that belongs to my brother = my brother’s train
10. the card that is being sent to Uncle Jack = Uncle Jack’s card
11. the bag that belongs to the Grinch = the Grinch’s bag
12. the milk I left for Santa = Santa’s milk
13. the scarf on the snowman = the snowman’s scarf
14. the bell on the kitty = the kitty’s bell
15. the ornament Joseph made = Joseph’s ornament